
During His Meeting With al-Mutlaq… Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim Calls For Providing
Mobile Homes For Displaced people, Liberating Investment And Supporting The

Private Sector To Redress The Decline In Oil Imports

    Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, head of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, called to provide

mobile homes for displaced people, as they will protect families from weather factors and keep

their privacy. His Eminence stressed the importance to liberate investment and support the

private sector in order to redress the decline in country’s imports due to the decline in oil

imports that are resulted from the prices’ fall and the loss of some import and export outlets

in different places in the country because of the security situation. Al-Hakim stressed the

importance to consolidate and deepen the national harmony through the formation of a national

unity government and the implementation of the government program, pointing out to the

necessity of supporting the army and solving the National Guard issue in a deep and reassured

view to everybody.  

This was made during a meeting between his Eminence and the Prime minister Dr. Saleh al-    

Mutlaq in the office of the latter in Baghdad, Wednesday, October 22, 2014.

His Eminence showed that the crisis of the displaced people surpasses the abilities where the

psychological comfort cannot be afforded to the families that have been displaced from their

city and left their home, stressing that the this crisis can only be solved by removing the

causes of displacement represented by “Daesh” and expelling them from Iraq, calling on fighting

the terrorism with more unity.          

 

    Al-Mutlaq pointed out that during his meeting with Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, they discussed

security and political developments and the file of the displaced people, noting that his

visions are similar to those of his Eminence regarding the solution of the displaced people

crisis by returning the families to their homes, considering that the country’s possibilities

are limited, especially the financial ones, and calling for the cooperation of everyone to

solve this crisis.


